INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic measurements performed with a pair of acoustic transducers in pitch-catch mode are of common use in the NDE field. In particular, for nearfield leaky wave (LW) measurements which are directed at precise determination of material properties of layered elastic structure in immersion. In LW measurements, the acoustic transducer beams are aligned at angles so as to phase match to one or several of the structure's leaky (Rayleigh or Lamb) waves. The amplitude and phase of the scattered acoustic energy collected, and converted to an electrical voltage, by the phase-sensitive receiving transducer depends not only on the properties of the structure but also on the parameters of the transducers used, in particular, their apertures and alignment angles. Transducer alignment issues are especially important for transducers that radiate or receive over a narrow angular range.
While the alignment issue is clearly recognized in the NDE community, it has been difficult to assess quantitatively due to the intrinsic difficulty to measure with the required precision the alignment angles and the effects on the voltage. In near-filed LW measurements, the option of relying on some attributes of the scattered signal (e.g., amplitude maximum of the specularly-reflected signal) to deduce the alignment degree is not readily available. This is so because several acoustic components may impinge on the transducer aperture, each with a different angle. To help assess quantitatively these issues, we have used a computationally-efficient modeling code which is versatile to handle transducers with arbitrary apertures and alignments, interacting with plane and cylindrically-layered fluid-immersed elastic structures.
In this article, we present an experimental validation of this model for a stainless steel plate in water and a stainless steel solid cylinder in water. The transducers are aligned to excite and detect leaky Lamb waves in the plate, and the leaky Rayleigh wave in the cylinder. Measurements are taken for scans parallel to the water-solid interface at various receiver alignment angles. The theoretical results compare very favorably with the experimental results for all configurations studied; thus providing confidence in the use of the theoretical model to investigate the transducer misalignment issues. Because of lack of space, only brief discussions of the theoretical model and experimental study are given. A detailed manuscript is in preparation for submission elsewhere. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL
The configurations assumed and depicted in Fig. 1 , are comprised of isotropic and homogeneous fluid-el astic layers excited by ultrasonic acoustic transducers in pitch-catch mode. The transmitting and receiving transducers, denoted by T and R respectively, are considered to be passive, linear, and electro-acoustically reciprocal. T is aligned at angle QT with respect to the Y axis and insonifies the uppermost (outermost) fluid-solid interface at angle OT with respect to the interface local normal. BT is selected so as to excite one or more of the leaky waves that can be supported by the elastic structure. Similarly, R is aligned at angle Qn and its beam axis defines the angle On with respect to the local normal of the interface. In a scan of the scattered pressure field , the receiver is displaced parallel to the interface maintaining a fixed angle On.
The numerical code developed is based on an extension of a theoretical model that has previously been presented [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The solution relies on a spectral integral representation of the receiving transducer voltage and the beam-structure interaction. Within this representation, transducer beams are specified in terms of Gaussian beams generated through the complex-transducer-point (CTP) technique [3] . Asymptotic treatment of the spectral integrals involved leads to closed-form solutions for the dominant contributions to the scattered signal , namely, the specularly-reflected (SR) field and the leaky waves excited. In the following , we restrict the presentation to the CTP procedure that is pertinent to our study. Detailed development of the approach is given in [5] .
Complex-Transducer-Point procedure
The piston transducers used in the experiments are here approximated by Gaussian beams. This approximation has recently been validated [6] . We note that, if necessary, a collection of coaxial Gaussian beams for each transducer may be used to achieve higher accuracy [3] . In the CTP technique, each transducer (T or R) aperture and alignment angle are specified through complex coordinates that are conveniently given in terms of Cartesian forms (xn, Yn) and (XT, YT). These forms can be used directly in the planar geometry. For the cylindrical geometry, they have to be adapted through the usual transformation from Cartesian to polar coordinates (rn , <PR) and (rT, <PT), [3] (1 ) where,
The real positive parameters bT and bn specify the CTP beam Fresnel lengths, respectively.
They are related to the lie widths, WT and Wn, of the distribution profiles of T and R, through WT = V2bTlkj and Wn = V2bnlkj, respectively (kj = wlvj, Vj is the sound speed in the fluid). The beam waist of T and R are centered at (x', y') and (x, y), respectively. The CTP beams attain maximum amplitude along the angles O!T and O!n which are therefore defined as their alignment angles.
As mentioned in the Introduction, for an angular (</» scan along a circular arc of radius r as shown in Fig. 1 , the Cartesian coordinate of the receiving aperture center (x, y) are varied such that x = rsin </> and y = rcos(1T -</», whereas O!n is updated so as to keep the receiver incidence angle on the shell surface, On,
where a is the cylinder radius.
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
Stainless steel plates and solid cylinders of various dimensions have been studied to determine the validity and limitations of the theoretical model for transducer misalignment issues. Their geometrical and acoustic properties are listed in [7] . The surfaces of these structures are carefully machined. All measurements are conducted wit ULTRAN W575-1 19mm diameter, 1 MHz, flat piston transducers.
Two scanning systems are used in the experiments. One system with precision linear control is used for the scanning of the planar surface. The scanning axis has a resolution of O.Olmm. The transducer and receiver are mounted on precision rotary stages with an angular resolution of 0.001°. Fig. l(a) shows the geometry of this linear scan system. The transducer is excited with radio-frequency(rf) tone bursts of 20-40vs duration operated at 1MHz . The received signal is amplified by a high gain broadband receiver and then sent to a Lecroy 9344. The entire waveform is digitized after averaging 10 times and then sent to a work station computer via IEEE-488 bus. We then perform FFT on the received data and 1MHz component is plotted as a function of scan distance.
The scanning system used for the curved surface is a multi-axis position system manufactured by the Panametrics Co. The scanning system provides a total of five degree of freedom for each transducer: translation along x, y and z axis as well as rotation in the horizontal and vertical plane. Fig. l(b) shows a diagram of the experimental geometry. The transmitter and receiver are aimed at the cylindrical sample at angles OT and On with respect to the surface normal. During an angular scan, the transmitter remains fixed in position while the receiver is scanned around the circumference of the cylindrical sample, maintaining the same incident angle. Both transducers remain at the same distance from the interface throughout the scan. The observation angle (0) is the angle between the points of incidence of the transmitter and the receiver. The entire waveform is 8-bit digitized at each measurement point with a sampling rate of 20MHz. We extract the 1MHz component (where the transducer sensitivity peaks), via an FFT code, and plot it as a function of observation angle. In the plots, the zero position is defined as the intersection between the SR beam axis and the horizontal scan line. Each plot contains the magnitude of the voltage for various receiver angular alignment. The SR beam axis refers to the incident beam as sampled by an ideal point probe.
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a. predominantly established by the specularly-reflected acoustic pressure which has a nearly Gaussian profile [6] . As can be observed, there is good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results. When the receiver angle is misaligned with respect to the incident angle, the amplitude of the received voltage decreases its maximum position shifts away from the SR beam axis (x = 0 mm). The voltage maximum occurs at the position for which the receiver aperture is most aligned with the scattered pressure wavefront . The voltage maximum amplitude is smaller for the misalignment case because less acoustic energy impinges on the receiver aperture at the position where a maximum occurs. These results are reminiscent of the theoretical pitch-catch results presented for Gaussian transducers scanning each other's field in [3] . The shift in the voltage maximum is not symmetric with respect to the receiver misalignment angle because of the asymmetry introduced by the reflection process, especially on incident diverging beams. While this is clear on the theoretical results in Fig. 2(b) , it is less clear on the experimental results in Fig. 2(a) . very pronounced. We recall that the scattered acoustic pressure field is due to the combining effects of the SR field and the So and Ao Lamb waves. However, at this incidence angle, we anticipate a much stronger contribution from the Ao mode. Because the three components have differing phase variations along the scan line, their interference lead to minim a and maxima in the voltage amplitude [1 , 2] . The minimum level occurring at x >::; 20 mm, is seen to be particularly effected by the receiver alignment. In this region, when the receiver is aligned at On = OT , the SR field has a larger amplitude than the Ao wave field and because they are out-of-phase (in this region) , their interference leads to a mild dip as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) (see also [1 , 2] ) . However, as On decreases to 30.8°, the aperture-averaging process favors the Ao fi eld at the expense of the SR field. The strengths of the two components become comparable and their interference leads to a very pronounced dip.
We also note that in the SR region (x < 0) , the strength of the received voltage becomes larger as On decreases as can be observed for the On = 31.8° curve. The increase, which is seemingly inconsistent with the conclusions obtained , is believed to be due to the effect of the So mode which is excited in this region by the steep rays forming the incident beam.
OT = 28°: The experimental and theoretical receiver voltage as a function of scan distance are plotted in Fig 4(a) and (b) for the a ligned case, On = 28°, and misaligned cases: On = 26°,27°,29°, and 30°. The curve for the aligned case is shown in solid. Similarly to Fig. 3 , there is a reasonabl y good agreement between theory and experiment both qu alitatively and quantitatively. For this incidence angle, we expect both So and Ao to be excited. This is confirmed by the plots in Fig 4(c) and (d) for the calculated contributions of the Ao and So lea ky modes, respectively. However, the degree of excitation of these two modes depend on the receiver alignment. It can be seen that for On = :wo, the excitation and detection of th e So mode is the strongest whil e that for the Ao is the weakest. 
0 50 100 field is highly diverging due to the effect of the surface curvature, whereas the Rayleigh wave, because of its constant-angle leakage, radiates an angularly-collimated beam (i .e., rays that depart from the surface at the same angle are seen collimated in a scan parallel to the surface) [1 , 2) . The receiver aperture-averaging is much more sensitive to the leaky Rayleigh wave than to the SR field. Or = 31°: At this angle, the leaky Rayleigh wave is highly excited and detected over most of the scan moveout. The experimental results and theoretical calculations for the receiver voltage are shown in Fig. 6 for various receiver misalignment angles. Here too, there is a good agreement between theory and experiment. The curve for the aligned case is shown in dark solid. The effect on the SR part is most pronounced in the SR region (below 0°). Away from this zone, the recei ver misalignment effects predominantly the leaky Rayleigh wave, as noted above. This translates into an effect on the maxima and minima levels.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have investigated the effects of receiver misalignment occurring in leaky wave nearfield measurements. We have, in particular, experimentally validated a computationally-efficient and approximate (2D) modeling code for piston transducers interacting with plates and solid cylinders in fluid. We have found that the effects of receiver misalignment are most pronounced (i.e., a drastic change in the voltage amplitude occurs) for the cases where the signal is comprised of more than one component, and in particular, when these components are collimated (linearly for the plane geometry and angularly for the cylindrical geometry) and impinge on the receiver at differing angles from each other. It is shown that misalignment effects lead to an enhancement of one or more than one component (specular reflection and/or leaky wave) at the expense of the other contributors. This study will be extended to the effects of transducer aperture size on the voltage amplitude and phase, and to the ra mifications of these issues on material parameter characterization. a.
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- 3P ± 2°, and 31° ± 4°. For all plots, OT = 31°.
